INTRODUCTION

Truth has a shape. For example, the Cross is a shape. When we look at the shape of the Cross a spiritual truth is presented to our minds. Thus, not only do numbers have spiritual meanings but geometric shapes do as well.

When two or more shapes fit together to form another shape, the meaning of the whole shape relates to the meaning of the component shapes that form it. We can say spiritual truth is not only diagrammatic, but obeys laws of addition and subtraction concerning the de-composition of its meaning into component spiritual truths. (Note: This is true for shapes in the 5-square (Forgiveness of Sins) and in the 7-square (The Time of The End). It is not true of all shapes everywhere.)

We demonstrate this in our paper Geometry of Number 25 – ‘Forgiveness of Sins’. In order to understand the meaning of the shapes in this paper, the reader must read the paper on the geometry of the number 25. If a shape has a meaning in the 5-square then it has the same meaning in the 7-square. The meaning of shapes discovered in the 5-square translate to the 7-square.

SUMMARY OF NUMBER 49

The number 49 is the square of 7. $49 = 7 \times 7$. The shape of 49 is a square:

```
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\hline
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\hline
8 & 9 & 10 & 11 & 12 & 13 & 14 \\
\hline
15 & 16 & 17 & 18 & 19 & 20 & 21 \\
\hline
22 & 23 & 24 & 25 & 26 & 27 & 28 \\
\hline
29 & 30 & 31 & 32 & 33 & 34 & 35 \\
\hline
36 & 37 & 38 & 39 & 40 & 41 & 42 \\
\hline
43 & 44 & 45 & 46 & 47 & 48 & 49 \\
\hline
\end{array}
```

The spiritual meaning of 49 is related to the meaning of the number 7. The spiritual number 7 means THE END (7). On the 7th Day of Creation, God rested, as if to say ‘take note: the TIME (7) of Creation has been FULFILLED (7)’. The number 7 is the 4th prime. The spiritual number 4 means MESSAGE (4) or MOTION (4). The number 7 relates to the motion of events, particularly the FULNESS OF TIME (7) or prophecy.

God measures TIME (7) in multiples of SEVEN (7). The Sabbath is the 7th day. The Jubilee is the 7th year. God sets the appointed time for all things. For example, since the Flood, the years of man shall be 70 years.
Whenever a spiritual number is squared, its essence is magnified. So, if the number 7 means THE END (7), then the number 49 means THE VERY END (49). If the number 7 means FULNESS OF TIME (7), then the number 49 means FULNESS OF ALL TIME (7). Simply put, the number 49 means THE END (7) OF TIME (7).

Based on this logic, it comes as no surprise that we see the number 7 in the Book of Revelation, which is the story of the culmination of all prophecy to the end of all time. It is also known as: TIME OF THE END (49).

There is a connection to THE FATHER’S LOVE (49). TIME OF THE END (49) reveals how great the FATHER’S LOVE (49) is for us who believe. The 49th Book is the Book of Ephesians, expressed this as its chief theme:

“For this reason I kneel before the FATHER, from whom his whole family on heaven and on earth derives its name. I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power through his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being rooted and established in LOVE, may have power, together with all the saints, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the LOVE OF CHRIST, and to know this love surpasses knowledge – that you may be filled to the measure or all the FULNESS OF GOD." (Ephesians 3:14-17)

How does a Father show his love? He does it by providing a blessing at the end of his time. When an earthly father is about to die, he lays his hands on his children and evokes a blessing upon them. In the 49th chapter of Genesis: "Your FATHER'S BLESSINGS (49) are greater than the ancient mountains...the bounty of the age-old hills" (Genesis 49:26). If the Father is not pleased with a child, he will evoke a curse upon them.

Prophecies tell us the enemies of the Lord Jesus Christ will persecute the children of God who have faith in Jesus Christ. But they also tell us these efforts will not succeed because God will raise those children from the dead. Furthermore, the persecutions that fall upon the children of God will only serve to give them a greater reward.

In the 49th Psalm it is written: “The ransom for a life is costly...God will redeem my soul from the grave...to be with himself” (Psalm 49:7&15).

The prophetic events of the TIME OF THE END (49) show us two things very clearly: first, the Father in Heaven will destroy the enemies of His Son the Lord Jesus Christ; and second, the Father in Heaven will reward every child of God who puts his faith and trust in the Lord Jesus Christ.

The chief events portrayed in the Book of Revelation are found in the shapes which comprise the 7-square. Some of the shapes are terrifying – the increase of evil in the time of the end will be enormously destructive. But, God will have the victory over evil in the time of the end, and this is portrayed in the shapes as well.

DECOMPOSITIONS OF THE NUMBER 49

All the 7-square shape interpretations apply to the TIME OF THE END (49) or Daniel's 70th Week. This period of time is explained in the Book of Revelation from chapter 7 to chapter 19.¹

¹ For an explanation of the Seals, in chapter 4, 5 and 6 of the Book of Revelation please see our paper 'The Seven Seals' in the 4.0 PROPHECY section of www.biblenumbersforlife.com
49 (TIME OF THE END) = 12 (GOVERNMENT) + 8 (HOLY MAN) + 29 (HOLY ONES)

This figure represents the time preceding the TIME OF THE END (49), the ‘Porch’ period just prior to Daniel’s 70th Week. It will be a time of great DISTRESS (20) for CHRISTIANS (8) who will be persecuted for their faith by AUTHORITIES (12) [20=12+8] (Rev. 6:9-11). The martyrdom of Christians is in the numbers. The CHRISTIANS (8) will become like the HOLY ONES (29), they will powerfully testify of the truth just as the CHOSEN SERVANT (37) Jesus did on the Cross [8+29=37].

49 (TIME OF THE END) = 33 (SCATTERED REMNANT) + 2 (WITNESSES) + 14 (RIGHTEOUS)

On the very day of the rapture when Christians are taken to heaven (Rev. 7:1) the Lord Jesus selects 144,000 servants of God from among the tribes of Israel (Rev. 7:2-8). These individuals are pure and RIGHTEOUS (14) (Rev. 14:4): they follow the Lamb and they obey the Law of Moses. Note: The distinct shape of Mount Zion is demonstrated in our paper ‘The Queen’s Chamber Niche’ in section 12 GIZA PYRAMIDS in our site www.biblenumbersforlife.com. Amazing to see it here also!

Note: The event of Jesus standing (figuratively, taking the position of authority) on Mount Zion (which is not a real mountain on the Earth but a spiritual mountain representing Jewish believers in Jesus) is recorded in Rev.14 after the Two Witnesses are resurrected and ascend in the clouds to heaven. We put this diagram at this point in our presentation to clarify who are the ones sealed.
49 (TIME OF THE END) = 23 (DEATH) + 2 (WITNESSES) + 10 (TESTIMONY) + 14 (RIGHTHEOUS)

The shape at the top (near to Heaven) is 2 x 7 blocks = RIGHTEOUSNESS (14). The pillars of 5 blocks on each side, representing the LAW (10) and the TESTIMONY (10) uphold righteousness. The TWO WITNESSES (2) are on Earth (on the bottom row). The Two Witnesses (2) plus The Law (10) establish the GOVERNMENT (12) of God. The massive weight of DEATH (23) falls on the TWO WITNESSES (2), and they are killed: HELPLESS (25).

For the first 3 and 1/2 years of Daniel’s 70th week Two Witnesses are in the Holy Land. In the shapes we see:

- God will place Two Witnesses in the Land (Rev.11:3) [as seen by the two single blocks at the bottom]
- The Law of Moses will be taught by the Two Witnesses [as seen by the two pillars of 5 blocks]
- God will grant the Two Witnesses power (Rev. 11:3) [the two blocks ‘divide’ life (5) from life (5)]
- They have the power to ‘shut up the sky’ (Rev. 11:6) [as seen by the two parallel bars at the top]

The shape of DEATH (23) is the central figure of red blocks. The prayers of the saints, the Christians who were wiped out prior to Daniel’s 70th week, are remembered by God (Rev. 8:4), and He sends punishments—the trumpet judgments. A third of the Earth is burned up. A third of the Sea is turned to blood. A third of the fresh water turns bitter. Painful stings are suffered. A third of mankind is killed in fiery war.

When the Two Witnesses are killed, the community of Jews in the Holy Land find themselves in a trap, the Prisoners (23) of the Anti-Christ and the False Prophet. The Testimony (10) will be weak: blocks of 5 divided.

The resurrection from the dead of the Two Witnesses is a powerful signal that God is in control. Those who would have feared dying for the truth no longer need to fear because it has been proven, right before their eyes, that God is able to raise his believers from the dead. The evil of the world system and the world government is also plain for the Jews in the Holy Land to see. A three pronged fork opposes God: The unholy trinity of the Beast, the False Prophet, and the Dragon. The two feet of Jesus in heaven tramples them.
The remainder of the shapes expand and explain the mystery of how evil takes control of the world at the TIME OF THE END (49). All these shapes agree with the first shape presented on page three of this paper.

49 (TIME OF THE END) = 29 (HOLY ONES) + 7 (THE END) + 13 (REBELLION)

Here we see THE BEAST FROM THE SEA (20) who has SEVEN (7) heads. World power will be in the hands of the fourth Beast of the prophecy of Daniel who will be “terrifying and frightening and very powerful. It had large iron teeth: it crushed its victims” (Dan. 7:7). John saw the same beast: “it resembled a leopard [notice the spots on the figure], feet of a bear [two paws at bottom], and a mouth like a lion [in head]” (Rev. 13:2)

The two gold blocks on the earth in the center suggest the shape of an altar. The two blocks are the man, the Beast, and the False Prophet, who is the priest. This is a hint the False Prophet will set up the image of the Beast for the world to worship in the TIME OF THE END (49)

49 (TIME OF THE END) = 29 (HOLY ONES) + 5 (LIFE) + 15 (COVENANT)

The Woman who will make covenant with the Beast is the nation of Israel. She will not have a husband because she has forsaken her God, and his protection, and instead has joined herself to the Beast. Her position on the head of the beast is in the shape of a saddle, indicating she is sitting upon the Beast (Rev. 17:3). Like every wicked woman of all time she has usurped her husband. By sitting upon him, she trusts in the strength of the Beast for her safety and basks in the fulfillment of her lifelong dream to enjoy the lofty privilege of being a Queen to the King of all the Earth, who for this short time is the Beast (Rev. 17:4).
In order for the nation of Israel to be joined to the Beast, which is the one-world power at THE TIME OF THE END (49), it is necessary for Israel to reconcile herself to the atheistic doctrine of the Beast. Israel must lay down the Law of God and submit that to the authority of the Beast, who is the Man of Lawlessness.

Although the Beast will uphold atheism as the logical conclusion of Science, in fact it is doctrine of the Devil, for whom atheism is merely a step which sets the stage for the world to worship him as God. We invite the reader to see proofs of that in our paper “Pentagon and Pentagram” on page 6 GEOMETRY of our website.

The unbelieving nation of Israel is duped. It joins itself to the Beast, not knowing it has embraced the Occult.

49 (TIME OF THE END) = 29 (HOLY ONES) + 6 (MAN) + 14 (RIGHTEOUS)

The only man who has ever lived who was righteous is Jesus Christ of Nazareth. He called himself the Son of Man (6) because he took on human flesh and lived in the sin-cursed world but he was not tempted by sin.

In the middle of Daniel’s 70th week, the False Prophet erects an idol on a wing of the temple which is the image of the Beast. Instead of worshipping the true righteous man (Jesus) the world will be tempted by the False Priest to worship Beast, a man who claims to be God, who claims he has the righteousness of God.

Looking only at the Testimony (10) of Atheism, which sits on top of the 10 blocks of the Law lying down, we see another pattern: The Testimony (10) of Atheism is the Message (4) of Man (6). Atheism is Humanism.
John writes concerning the Woman riding the Beast: “She held a GOLDEN CUP (7) in her hand, filled with abominable things and the filth of her adulteries. This title was written on her head: MYSTERY (11) BABYLON (20) the Great MOTHER (5) of Prostitutes and of the Abominations of the Earth. I saw the Woman was drunk with the blood of the saints (2), the blood of those who bore testimony of Jesus” (Rev. 17:4-6)

John writes concerning the Babylon (the Woman riding the Beast): “Come out of her, my people, so that you will not share in HER SINS (13), so that you will not receive any of her plagues; for her sins are piled up to heaven [see the pillar in the Rebellion shape] and God has remembered her crimes. Give back to her as she has given [punishment of death for killing the saints]; PAY HER BACK DOUBLE for what she has done. Mix a double portion from HER OWN CUP (7). Give her as much torture and grief as the glory and luxury she gave herself. In her hear she boasts I SIT AS A QUEEN: I am not a widow, and I will never mourn.” (Rev. 18:4-7)

In the Law if a thief is caught he must PAY BACK DOUBLE (Exodus 22:4) because HIS CRIME WAS IN SECRET, in cover of darkness. The secret alliance of Israel to the Beast comes back to haunt the Great Harlot!

Because of Israel’s unbelief in God, she does not see punishment coming. The spirit of lawlessness possesses her: I AM A QUEEN! She believes she can steal and kill and get away with it. If she rules the world and there is no God, then who will punish her for her sins? She will discover the error of her ways! By then: too late.
THE MYSTERY OF THE SPHINX

The astute reader must wonder: how could so much prophetic information be encoded in the geometry of the 7-Square? In particular the shape of the BEAST (20) that is inside the shape of the HOLY ONES (29):

The answer is, the prophetic information was known long ago to the ancients and is presented in full view on the Giza plateau in the shape of the Sphinx. The word ‘Sphinx’ means ‘Terrifying One’.

The body of the Sphinx is a cat (leopard), the head has the face of a woman, and the forefeet of a bear:

---

2 Source of images: kingdom777.wordpress.com (front view) and theamazinbuzz.com (side view)
The Sphinx was carved out of the solid rock of the Giza plateau. Thus at one time we can picture this Beast surrounded by rock, just as the Beast (20) figure is surrounded in the 7-Square, totally in darkness.

It is important to understand the Sphinx was not constructed upon the Earth: the Beast comes out from under the Earth. In Biblical teaching the realms under the Earth are the haunts of demons. Thus, the occult origin and diabolical association between the Beast and the Dragon are underlined.

We see the Sphinx is in front of the second pyramid of Khafre (the prophets). Here is the view from above:

The Sphinx is located on the East-West axis in line with the South edge of the Pyramid of Khafre. The Sphinx does not connect by causeway to any of the three pyramids. If the THREE (3) pyramids contain TRUTH (3) about GOD (3), we see the Sphinx contains NO TRUTH ABOUT GOD. The power of the Sphinx is in the Occult.

---

3 Source of image: www.bibliotecapleyades.net
In ancient times the area of the Sphinx was flooded by the waters of the Nile during the period called the ‘inundation’ when the Nile River rose above its banks. During the period of inundation, the Sphinx Enclosure would have been totally flooded with water. This hypothesis is scientifically supported since the back of the body of the Sphinx and the tops of the sides of the Sphinx Enclosure show signs of wearing from water flow: the etch marks are vertical – caused by water flows. Wind erosion produces horizontal etching.

Local people called the Sphinx the ‘Nile Talisman’ because they could see the degree of inundation relative to the head of the Sphinx during the Nile flooding cycle. Here is a picture of the Nile Inundation taken in 1882: (the head of the Sphinx is in the sands between the trees in front of the pyramids)

If the reader can imagine this, at the full height of the Nile Inundation the head of the Sphinx would be completely covered by water. As the Nile receded, first the head of the Sphinx then the rest of the body of the Sphinx would appear **AS IF RISING OUT OF THE WATER**.

Hear the testimony of John the Apostle concerning the Beast of Revelations. Is this not the Sphinx?

“And the **DRAGON [OCCULT]** stood on the shore of the sea. And I saw a **BEAST COMING OUT OF THE SEA**. He had ten horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on his horns, and on each head a blasphemous name. **The Beast I saw resembled a leopard, but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like that of a lion.** The dragon gave the Beast his power and his throne and great authority. One of the heads of the Beast seemed to have a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The whole world was astonished and followed the Beast. **MEN WORSHIPED THE DRAGON [OCCULT]** because he had given authority to the Beast, and they also worshipped the Beast and asked ‘Who is like the Beast?’ Who can make war against him?’” (Rev. 13:1-4)